
Category 14

PURDUE EXTENSION
We transform lives and livelihoods through research-based education 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Educator notes:Other things to use with presentation: RUP liquid and granular, and non RUP liquid and granularCorn and Soybean Field Guide, ID 179Copy Pesticide Table from Crop Production Record Keeping, PPP-18 or PPP-19, or make up form of required record keeping items and have audience fill in info using a label.Copies of pesticide labels, such as atrazine, gramoxone. Guthion for orchard growers. Can print off website, http://www.greenbook.net



 Aids in management decisions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First focus on Why of Pesticide Records, the How become easier.



 Aids in management decisions
 Provides liability protection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good records will generally show that you made pesticide applications under the recommended conditions. If you receive a drift complaint records will likely help you.All complaints to the Office of Indiana State Chemist are investigated. Pesticide records supply evidence that pesticides were mixed and applied in compliance to the label. Do not think a misapplication can’t be proven if records don’t exist—it can.  And being untruthful during an investigation is a violation, even if absolved of pesticide trespass.



 Aids in management decisions
 Provides liability protection
 Used to justify insurance and 

manufacturer claims



 Aids in management decisions
 Provides liability protection
 Used to justify insurance claims
 Requested in real estate transfers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A farmer’s net worth comes from the land, more so than the crops grown on it. If land is sold for industrial or residential development an environmental audit will be conducted. Pesticide records are helpful in the transfer of property. Records can be useful in showing new or potential landlords, especially if in a cost-share agreement, the pest control program you’ve used. Also helpful to know when farming a new piece of ground what pesticides have been previously used to prevent carryover problems and combat potential resistance problems. 



 Aids in management decisions
 Provides liability protection
 Used to justify insurance claims
 Requested in real estate transfers
 Assists medical personnel



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It doesn’t happen often, but chemical accidents – whether pesticide or anhydrous—can and do occur. Your records help ensure that the proper medical treatment is given for that particular chemical and circumstance. Otherwise only general medical assistance can be given.



 Aids in management decisions
 Provides liability protection
 Used to justify insurance claims
 Requested in real estate transfers
 Assists medical personnel
 Part of a pest management plan



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Natural Resource Conservation Services (NRCS) encourage and work with farmers in designated conservation priority areas (watersheds) in the development of pest management plans. A pest management plan is required to receive costshare incentives for conservation improvements, such as filterstrips.Conservation plans or any USDA plans rely on good records to validate what you’ve done. To receive funds or incentives for conservation improvements such as conservation tillage, filterstrips, or pest management programs you must keep their required records.  



 Aids in management decisions
 Provides liability protection
 Used to justify insurance claims
 Requested in real estate transfers
 Assists medical personnel
 Part of a pest management plan
 Required for manure Applications 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But the most likely scenario that would bring a State Chemist to your farm would be a drift complaint. They will ask to see your records and records of neighbors around the damaged property as part of their investigation.  No RUP records = violation. This violation is separate from the drift complaint. Even if found innocent of the drift charge, you’re still in violation of required records and could be fined $100.



 Records kept for 2 years.

 Recorded within 30 days of application.

 No specific form required.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Record keeping requirements are straightforward. Records must be kept for two years, but not on any specific form. You can make your own. Past private applicator handbook have examples. Any form can be used as long as all the required information is included. Records must be written within 30 days of the application.You are responsible for the records of all RUPs applied on your farm, whether you made the application or had it applied commercially. Now in saying that, in Indiana you can have an agreement with the local pesticide dealer that they will keep records of what they apply for you. You will have to keep records of what you apply, such as corn rootworm insecticides. If the State Chemist would need to access your records they would go to the retailer where you do business. However it’s done it’s you, the private applicator’s, responsibility to see that the required records for RUPs are kept.At your pesticide retailer you can expect to show your private applicator permit, and they likely will make a copy of it. �They may ask for the names of people who can pick up pesticides for you. You might have to sign a form stating the information is correct, etc. Pesticide dealers are under the same regulations for selling and applying Restricted-Use Pesticides. If the pesticide dealer sells to a non-certified person they will be fined as well as the non-certified applicator. EACH PURCHASE will be fined.If the worst case happens and you become involved in a lawsuit, it may take longer than two years. So you may want to keep pesticide records longer as you do financial records. 



Fertilizer Application Records

Category 14 private applicators only keep records of 
manure applications

Category 14 commercial applicators keep records of 
inorganic fertilizer and manure applications

Records kept for 2 years

Commercial company can maintain records for their
customers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recordkeeping required only for Category 14 applicators must keep recordsCompare RUP required records vs glyphosate applicationsGood management to keep record of all, but only certied cat 14 required 



Required Records
Location:
Applicator
+ Cert. no.

Date 
(m-d-yr)

Fertilizer
Type

Nutrient
value Rate/acre Application

Method

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Information required. Additional information can be kept. No specific form.Fertilizer type can include liquid, dryNutrient value is the N-P-K formula. Or manure analysis that shows lbs./1000 gallons or lbs/tonApplication method is surface, injected, or incorporatedCan use PPP-18 or PPP-19 to meet recordkeeping



 Office of Indiana State Chemist representative

 Licensed healthcare professional

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Only 2 groups of people have legal access to your pesticide records. First, a representative of the Indiana State Chemist. They’re the agency that issues the pesticide permits to all pesticide applicators—ag, orchard, turf and termites. They’re responsible to determine if pesticides are used according to the label. Second, Licensed healthcare professionals (physicians, nurses, EMTs) so they can provide medical treatment.OISC inspects records as part of routine inspection and when following up on complaints.OISC doesn’t expect to start a large-scale record inspection. But if continue to find violations, inspections will likely increase.Enforcement from OISC can range from a warning letter to civil penalty fines of $100 per record violation.The State Chemist does make random spot inspections of private applicators’ pesticide records. They will advise you what items are missing and do a follow-up visit to see if you made the changes.   



CFO Manure Sales Required Records
Distributor/seller records
Name, certification number, amount sold, analysis, 

date
Records kept for 2 years

 Similar to private applicator recordkeeping 
requirements for Restricted-use pesticides. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember the manure must come from a CFO to quality for recordkeeping requirements by the sellerIDEM already requires record of this information, just adding certification info of buyer.Records must be made available upon request of OISC investigator



 Weather conditions
 Scouting observations
 Problem areas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although required, records should also be useful to you and make you a better manager. So you may want to add some things, like weather conditions, especially wind speed and direction. When investigating a drift complaint, State Chemist investigators use weather data from local weather station, but that could be on the other side of the county from where you sprayed.  Scouting observations are also useful. Record when pests appear and the population level when you treat. Most pests appear within a week the following season. If looking to reduce pesticide applications, noting problem areas of insects, weeds, diseases, within a field could save some money by applying pesticides to the problem area not the whole field. For instance black cutworms prefer certain areas, focus on that area and treat it. Records also show you if spot treatment is keeping the pests under control. But you likely won’t remember where these areas are if you don’t write it down, you’re busy with lots of things on your mind.There are a number of resources available to help with record keeping. Though no specific form is required, forms do help. You may be familiar with the Purdue Extension publication Crop Production Record Keeping System. It covers all inputs: fertilizers, manure, seed, pesticides. There are a number of computer software programs available. You can make your own form using a spreadsheet program. Or just a notebook that you’ve written in the headings. A record doesn’t have to be one piece of paper. It’s whatever you can bring together that provides the required information. It can be a combination of computer and paper records.Just make sure whatever form you use that it includes the required items. You can actually use the label for your record. Pesticide retailers can give you a copy of the label. Or if you have access to the Internet you can print them out. Put label in a vinyl sheet protector. When applying pesticides, add date, location, rate, total amount applied, with your name. You could write in on separate piece of paper or directly on the label.  



Staging Restrictions  
Manure (organic)

 Stage 300 ft away from surface water, water well, drainage inlets 
(risers in field)

 Cannot stage in a waterway, floodway, or standing water
 Cover, or berm, pile after 72 hours
 Stage 100 feet from property line or public road 
 Stage 400 feet from residential buildings
 Do not stage on an area of greater than 6% slope unless gradient barrier
 Do not stage on the side of a hill
 Apply to field within 90 days
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